The ventral intraparietal area (VIP) of the macaque monkey brain is a multimodal area with visual, vestibular, somatosensory, and eye-movement-related responses. The visual responses are strongly directional, and VIP neurons respond well to complex optic flow patterns similar to those found during self-motion. To test the hypothesis that visual responses in VIP directly contribute to the perception of self-motion direction, we used electrical microstimulation to perturb activity in VIP while animals performed a two-alternative heading discrimination task. Microstimulation systematically biased monkeys' choices in a direction consistent with neuronal preferences at the stimulation site, and these effects were larger while the animal was making smooth pursuit eye movements. From these results, we conclude that VIP is causally involved in the perception of self-motion from visual cues, and that this involvement is gated by ongoing motor behavior.
Introduction
All motile animals need to have a sense of where they are going. In monkeys and other terrestrial vertebrates, the dominant sense guiding locomotion is vision. In particular, complex patterns of motion (optic flow) provide an excellent source of information about the current heading direction (Gibson, 1950) . The use of this cue has been extensively studied using perceptual, theoretical, and physiological approaches (for review see Britten, 2008) . However, the physiological mechanisms underlying this sense are only beginning to be understood. Relevant neuronal signals are found in a number of cortical areas, including the medial superior temporal area (MST, Tanaka et al., 1986; Duffy and Wurtz, 1991; Graziano et al., 1994) , the ventral intraparietal area (VIP, Schaafsma and Duysens, 1996; Bremmer et al., 2002a; , area 7a (Siegel and Read, 1997) , and even primary motor cortex (Merchant et al., 2001) . Establishing how these multiple areas each contribute to the perception of heading is a difficult and important challenge for the field.
VIP is a multimodal area, with visual, auditory, somatosensory, vestibular, and eyemovement-related responses (Colby et al., 1993; Duhamel et al., 1998; Bremmer et al., 2002b; Schlack et al., 2002 Schlack et al., , 2003 Schlack et al., 2005) . It has at least two unusual visual receptive-field (RF) properties. Many RFs in VIP are depth-limited, such that effective stimuli will only drive the cell when presented at the correct range from the monkey; this range is usually nearer than the fixation point (Colby et al., 1993) . Secondly, many cells in this area compensate for the location of the eye in the orbit (Duhamel et al., 1997) . In the extreme, this leads to an RF that encodes stimulus locations in head-centered coordinates; other cells show a range of coordinate systems from partially head centered to the more familiar eye centered. These properties suggest that VIP might play a role in encoding object locations in near-extrapersonal space.
To test the hypothesis that VIP directly contributes to heading perception, we stimulated selective sites in VIP while trained monkeys were performing a heading discrimination task. Neuronal signals for heading are clustered in VIP, which allows stimulation to activate a group of similarly tuned neurons near the electrode . Monkeys' choices were systematically biased in favor of the stimulation site preference, supporting the hypothesis.
Smooth pursuit eye movements are an important part of primate behavior, and form a particular challenge for any kind of motion perception. The eye movement creates a reafferent motion pattern on the retina, which adds to the motion pattern created by one's trajectory, greatly complicating the estimation of heading from optic flow. We have previously found that VIP neurons can compensate for the presence of eye movements , so we included eye movement trials in the current microstimulation experiment. We found that the effects of microstimulation were larger and more systematic in the presence of smooth pursuit eye movements. This finding indicates that engagement of pursuit gates the perceptual effects of neuronal signals in parietal cortex.
Materials and Methods
Two adult female rhesus macaques were used in this study. Prior to recording, each was equipped with a head implant (including a head post and recording cylinder) and scleral search coil allowing us to hold the head still and record eye movements. These were implanted under deep anesthesia, using sterile techniques, in a dedicated animal surgery facility. Animals were trained on three tasks: fixation, delayed-saccade, and heading discrimination. Correct behavior was rewarded with a drop of juice, and mistakes were punished with a brief time-out period. Animals were maintained in an AAALAC certified vivarium, and all procedures were overseen by local veterinary staff. All procedures conformed to the ILAR Guide for the Care and Treatment of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the UC Davis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Task and stimuli
The primary task from which the data in this paper derive is a two-alternative heading discrimination task, illustrated in Figure 1 . In each trial, a single stimulus was presented, simulating approach at 1 m/s toward a three-dimensional cloud of points, 10 m across. The display was presented by an ATI video card controlled by a dedicated display computer running real-time Linux, and the display refresh rate was 85 Hz. Each point on the screen subtended approximately 0.1°, and approximately 2000 points were in view. The luminance of the points was 60 cd/m 2 , and the background luminance was dim room illumination, approximately 0.1 cd/m 2 . Individual one-second stimuli simulated linear trajectories with heading angles ranging from 0.5° to 8° from directly ahead, on both sides, on log-2 intervals. The monkey indicated its choice by making a saccade to one of two targets, presented after the stimulus disappeared. Monkeys were required to fixate in a 1-1.5°w
indow for the duration of the simulated trajectory. Correct trials were rewarded with a drop of juice.
Three eye-movement conditions were randomly interleaved in a block of trials: fixation and horizontal pursuit at 10°/s to the left and right. In a pursuit trial, the fixation target first stepped to a location opposite the pursuit direction, such that the mid-point of the target position sweep was the same as the fixation point location on a trial without pursuit.
Recording and stimulation
We recorded multiunit activity using platinum-iridium alloy electrodes coated with Parylene (FHC). Electrode signals were amplified (Bak Electronics), and multiunit activity was sorted with a window discriminator. Times of impulses were recorded by the experimental control computer (running REX; the NIH-developed environment) with a resolution of one millisecond. The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was initially localized by MRI, and electrodes were introduced into the IPS through a grid that supported the guide tubes according to onemillimeter intervals. We began by mapping the IPS, identifying VIP by its characteristic physiological responses and by its depth in the sulcus. It was distinguished from the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) by having little or no sustained response during the delay period in a delayed-saccade task, and from the medial intraparietal area (MIP) by an absence of responses associated with spontaneous arm motions. Consistently robust and directional visual responses were the principal characteristics allowing us to be sure that the electrode was in VIP.
We recorded activity at frequent intervals along penetrations through VIP while continuously stimulating with the heading stimuli. To select sites for microstimulation, we identified regions showing consistently directional responses for a length of at least 500 microns of electrode travel. The electrode was then moved to the midpoint of the site, and the multiunit receptive field was mapped by hand. The fixation point was adjusted to center the receptive field (RF) on the screen as well as possible, and the heading tuning was measured. Tuning data consisted of all headings from −30° to 30° at 5° intervals. While a minority of single VIP neurons have been reported to possess RFs in head-or ego-centric coordinates [Duhamel, 1997] , we did not observe this phenomenon at the level of multiunit activity. We speculate that this is because such cells are randomly intermixed with cells possessing more conventional retinotopic receptive fields, or those with RFs intermediate between head-and eye-centered. In any case, all the data included in this paper came from experiments where we could adequately center the RF on the screen. The electrode was then connected to a stimulus isolation unit (FHC), which delivered current pulses according to a pulse sequence controlled by a programmable pulse generator (A.M.P.I.). A complete block of trials consisted of 20 trials at each combination of 10 heading directions, 3 eye movement conditions, and 2 microstimulation conditions. Following completion of the experiment, heading tuning was re-measured.
Data analysis
Psychometric data from each eye movement and stimulation condition were separately fit with probit (cumulative Gaussian) functions:
(1) These functions, which have been extensively used for this kind of data (Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Gu et al., 2007) , provide a very good account of both the shape and position of the psychometric function. In this expression, P(r) denotes the proportion of right choices, σ the width of the function, and µ the midpoint, corresponding to the point of subjective dead ahead. The width parameter captures the sensitivity of the monkey to small changes of heading and corresponds to the amount of heading change from the midpoint that would produce 84% rightward choices.
To assess the effects of microstimulation, we compared both of these parameters from the two fits resulting from the control and stimulation data. Each data set was fit independently.
In order to determine the statistical significance of the change in one of the parameters, the fit was repeated with a single free parameter for the midpoint or sigma for both data sets. The difference in chi-square values resulting from the two fits is also chi-square distributed and can be used to test the null hypothesis that the two functions were from the same distribution, with degrees of freedom corresponding to the difference in the number of free parameters in the two fits (Hoel et al., 1971) .
To assess the degree of tuning of individual sites, we used a conventional contrast index (R right − R left )/(R right + R left ), which we termed the heading tuning index. This index was computed from the average across non-zero headings in the tuning data set.
Results
We tested the involvement of VIP in heading perception in two adult female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta). Before the experiment began, each was fully trained on a twoalternative heading discrimination task that we have used in previous experiments (Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Britten and Van Wezel, 2002; Zhang and Britten, 2010) . The task and stimuli are illustrated in Figure 1 . The stimuli simulate a one-second trajectory toward a three-dimensional cloud of points, which can either be to the left or right of directly ahead. The monkey reports its decision by making a saccadic eye movement to the corresponding saccade target, which is presented after the end of the stimulus period. We used a range of different heading angles, allowing us to measure a psychometric function relating choice to heading direction. Three different eye movement conditions were randomly interleaved: fixation and two directions of horizontal pursuit at 10 °/s.
VIP was identified by its anatomical location and its distinctive responses (see Experimental
Procedures for details). We identified VIP microstimulation sites by systematically mapping multi-unit heading tuning along penetrations through VIP. Sites were accepted if they maintained a consistent preference for left or right headings for more than 500 µm. An example of such a site is shown in Figure 2a ; this site preferred rightward headings. The electrode was then positioned in the middle of the site and connected to the stimulus isolator for microstimulation.
On 50% of trials in each microstimulation experiment, a train of current pulses were delivered through the electrode (200 Hz, 40 µA peak-to-peak, biphasic, 100 µs pulse duration, with 75 µs intervening between phases). The microstimulation trials were randomly interleaved with control trials, and all conditions were equally represented in a block of trials. In this experiment, the psychometric functions resulting from the stimulated trials were systematically shifted upward, corresponding to a bias in favor of rightward headings (Figure 2c) . Following the experiment, we re-measured the heading tuning to confirm that the electrode had not shifted, and that the region surrounding the electrode was still responsive. The results from this confirmation are shown in Figure 2b . This experiment demonstrates that restricted stimulation of VIP can produce substantial biases in the perception of self-motion, concordant with the heading preference of the region being stimulated.
We quantified this perceptual effect by estimating the horizontal shift between the stimulated and control data. Each was fit with a probit function; the difference between their midpoints expresses the perceptual effect in units of the stimulus. All three of these functions were significantly shifted (bootstrap test, p < 0.05). To produce a single estimate of the shift for each site, we averaged the effects for all three pursuit conditions. We also expressed the resulting shift relative to the heading preference of the stimulation site. The results of 60 experiments are shown in Figure 3a . The average of this distribution is shifted to the right, consistent with site preference, but this shift is only marginally significant (ttest, p = 0.07). The majority of cases that were individually significant by the bootstrap test (filled bars) were also shifted to the right (also see Table 1 ).
The modest effects of stimulation on perception became much more evident when we separated the data by eye movement condition. Without pursuit, no systematic effect of stimulation on decision was evident, although a minority of individual cases were shifted in either direction (Figure 3b ). On the other hand, with either direction of pursuit, the effects of microstimulation were larger and more systematically aligned with the preference of the site (Figure 3c-d and Table 1 ).
The dependence of the magnitude of the microstimulation effects on eye movements is most evident in scatter-plot form (Figure 4 ). This figure shows the magnitude of the stimulation effect on fixation trials (x-axis) against the effect on pursuit trials (both directions combined). In the majority of cases, the effects were larger during pursuit, and this difference was highly significant (paired t-test, p < 0.001). The effects of microstimulation were increased similarly for both directions of pursuit (indicated by the colors in Figure 4) . On the other hand, there was no systematic relationship between the presence of pursuit and stimulation-induced changes in the slope of the psychometric function (see Figure 6 ). We confirmed that there was no interaction between the main results and any stimulation effects on slope by re-expressing the shifts relative to the slope, and the results of this analysis are shown in Supplemental Figure 1 .
To confirm the effect of stimulation on behavior, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA, with the stimulation-induced shift as the dependent variable, and with monkey and pursuit condition as independent variables. The main effect of stimulation was significant (p<0.001), as was the interaction with pursuit (p = 0.015). There was no significant difference between monkeys (p = 0.62).
Many studies employing microstimulation have reported that the sites carrying the most substantial or sensitive signals regarding the stimuli also exerted the greatest leverage on perception (Salzman et al., 1990; Britten and van Wezel, 1998; DeAngelis et al., 1998; Uka and DeAngelis, 2006) . This is taken as strong evidence supporting a causal role for the signals in perception: higher amplitude signals are favored in the readout of sensory representations. This hypothesis is of particular interest in a complex, multi-modal representation like that found in VIP, since multiple dimensions complicates the readout. To examine this question, we related the microstimulation-induced shifts to a contrast index capturing the selectivity of the heading signals at individual sites ( Figure 5 ). This index will have a value of −1 for a completely left-preferring site and 1 for a right-preferring site. The results are very consistent with an increased impact of microstimulation -and presumably of endogenous VIP signals -during pursuit. There was a weak relationship between heading selectivity during fixation (Figure 5a ), which became somewhat stronger during pursuit in either direction (Figure 5b and 5c). Cases with low index values arose from two distinct causes, low slopes and non-monotonic tuning (either peaks or troughs near central headings). The majority of our case arose from the former cause, but it is interesting that non-monotonically tuned sites also yielded weak effects on perception, consistent with what one might expect on theoretical grounds.
While we were most interested in biases induced by stimulation, we also examined changes in sensitivity (Figure 6 ). Reduction of sensitivity might be expected if the microstimulation were injecting noise into cortical heading signals, and increases might be expected if something akin to attention were activated. In our analysis, changes of sensitivity manifest themselves as changes in the slopes of the psychometric functions, with steeper slope indicating higher sensitivity. Only a minority of cases showed individually significant effects on slope, and these were not systematically in one direction or the other. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA also showed no consistent slope shift for the 60 experiments, nor any dependence on pursuit or monkey (all factors, p > 0.25). From this, we conclude that microstimulation exerts its main effect on the net balance of cortical signals in favor of each of the two alternatives, but not on the overall efficiency of processing of heading information.
Discussion
VIP is a complex, multimodal area carrying numerous sensory signals. As such, it is likely to be involved in multiple sensory-guided behaviors. One behavior for which it seems well suited is navigation . We tested the hypothesis that VIP is directly and causally involved in discrimination of heading based on visual cues. We found that stimulation of VIP biases heading judgments and does so more strongly while the monkey is engaged in pursuit eye movements. These results support the hypothesis, and suggest that the behavioral significance of neuronal signals in VIP depends on the context in which the discrimination is made.
Relationship with previous work
VIP has many properties that make it well suited for a role in the guidance of self-motion. It is located in the parietal cortex, which is implicated in spatial guidance of movement (Snyder et al., 2000) , as well as in the control of spatial attention (Bisley and Goldberg, 2010) . VIP receives dense feed-forward input from MT (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983) , which places it in a position in the dorsal motion pathway comparable to the medial superior temporal area (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) .
VIP has a constellation of physiological properties that make it unique in cortex. While more of its cells respond to visual stimulation than to any other modality, it also has cells responding to auditory (Schlack et al., 2005) , somatosensory (Duhamel et al., 1998) and vestibular (Schlack et al., 2002) stimulation. Auditory and visual receptive fields tend to be spatially circumscribed, and also frequently are circumscribed with respect to depth, even when monocularly viewed (Colby et al., 1993) .
Most VIP neurons are strongly directional (Colby et al., 1993) and are selective for complex motion patterns in a manner very reminiscent of MST (Schaafsma and Duysens, 1996) . We have shown that these areas are quantitatively as well as qualitatively similar when studied under identical conditions (Maciokas and Britten, 2010) . These observations led us to investigate VIP in the context of our heading task. We have previously shown that the responses of VIP neurons are remarkably stable in the face of pursuit, as is perception , and that the most sensitive neurons in VIP are sufficient to support perceptual levels of sensitivity to small heading changes (Zhang and Britten, 2010) .
These observations make a circumstantial case that VIP is involved in heading discrimination. The present observations allow a much stronger conclusion: VIP has a causal role in heading discrimination. Its responses are quite similar to those of MST, when perturbed in the same way (Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Britten and Van Wezel, 2002) . Thus the two areas, which differ in many other important ways, nonetheless contribute roughly equivalently to heading perception. The only other comparable pair of observations involves microstimulation of areas MT and MST in the context of a linear direction discrimination task. These two areas also bias monkey judgments rather similarly (Salzman et al., 1992; Celebrini and Newsome, 1994) . However, this result is much more expected than the present results, given the many similarities between the directional signals in areas MT and MST. The present results make a stronger case that two areas with many dissimilar and some similar properties can contribute equally to a task that taps into their similarities. This finding supports a view in which signals appropriate to a task, wherever they might be found in cortex, can be recruited to improve performance.
The one previous microstimulation experiment in VIP differed in important technical ways from our experiment. Cooke, Graziano and colleagues stimulated VIP in monkeys that were alert yet not engaged in any task . The result was stereotyped movements of the face, head, and shoulder, closely resembling natural movements to avoid unpleasant stimuli . We closely observed our monkeys in the present experiments using closed-circuit television and never observed such movements. Several differences between the experiments might contribute to this. First, the threshold currents to evoke movement were, on average, about 4.5 times as large as were ours. In addition, the pulse duration in the Cooke experiments was 400 µsec, instead of the 100 µsec we used. Therefore, vastly greater charge transfer occurred, and very likely much greater volumes of cortex were activated (Asanuma, 1981) . Additionally, in the Cooke experiments, stimulation sites were chosen at random, while ours were carefully selected based on their visual response properties. This aspect, however, seems unlikely to have been critical, since over 95% of sites produced movements, and our selection criteria certainly did not exclude such a large fraction of sites. Lastly, in the Cooke experiments, the monkeys were not actively engaged in a task, which might greatly affect the outcome. Indeed, in our experiments, the seemingly minor variation of being engaged in pursuit substantially influenced the results of stimulation (see below). Despite these differences in procedures, we find it intriguing that activation of a single cortical region can have such divergent behavioral outcomes. We believe this pair of results, taken together, falsifies any hypothesis suggesting that individual cortical areas are specialized for a single behavioral role.
Coordinate frames and eye movements
There is a large literature on the coordinate transforms evident in both sensory and motor activity in parietal cortical areas (for review, see Buneo and Andersen, 2006) . While much of the interest lies in the coordination of eye and hand movements, related issues arise in the guidance of locomotor behavior. Two visual cues (in addition to other modalities) are thought to drive locomotor movements: the positions of targets or obstacles in extrapersonal space, and optic flow signals informative about the current trajectory (Fajen and Warren, 2003) . Both of these cues are highly affected by reafference from the movements of the eyes. Obviously, the positions of objects -like those that are the targets of reaching movements -must be represented in a coordinate frame useful for locomotor behavior. VIP is interesting because the RFs of some neurons are represented in a head-centered coordinate frame (Duhamel et al., 1997) , or in frames intermediate between eye-and head-centered (Avillac et al., 2005) . This range of coordinate systems allows for more flexible computation (Ben Hamed et al., 2003) . This idea is consistent with the view that VIP is used in a variety of tasks; having a flexible representation is probably necessary for multiple behavioral roles.
The problem of taking into account the movements of the eyes is particularly severe for computations based on optic flow. Smooth pursuit eye movements distort the retinal flow field, making it more difficult to recover the direction of heading (Royden et al., 1992) . VIP neurons show a range of different coordinate systems with respect to eye velocity, as well as eye position, when representing heading direction . This is provocative with respect to the present work, since the effects of microstimulation were larger under pursuit than when the eye was stationary. While this relationship was quite consistent across stimulation sites, we can draw no strong conclusions because we do not know at present whether pursuit stability is clustered anatomically, nor the exact dimensions of the area activated by microstimulation. However, we speculate that the effects of microstimulation depend on pursuit simply because heading perception relies is much easier while fixatingone merely needs to identify the focus of expansion in the image to solve the problem. There are many more cortical areas with information useful for this simpler problem, but only a few areas have been identified with appropriate properties to discriminate heading under pursuit. Therefore, the change in VIP's relation to behavior represents active rearrangement of which cortical signals are useful on a given trial. Where and how this gating occurs is a fascinating, unsolved problem.
The many roles of VIP
We believe the present results, together with previous evidence, argue against VIP being highly specialized for any single function like navigation or object avoidance. Instead it is likely that signals in VIP support many different functions. While laboratory experiments tend to isolate particular behavioral tasks for study, in natural circumstances many of the same behaviors are carried out simultaneously. For instance, object avoidance is a natural part of movement through dense habitat, and eye movements are systematically related to one's trajectory and to features in the scene (Land and Lee, 1994; Niemann et al., 1999) . It is interesting that the different motor-related regions of the intraparietal sulcus (MIP and LIP) appear to have strong preferences for single effectors, even when studied in tasks where both eye and limb movements are involved (Buneo and Andersen, 2006) . The location of VIP, and its dense connections to other more modality-specific regions, has led anatomists to propose that it might have a major integrative role (Jones and Powell, 1970; Seltzer and Pandya, 1980; Lewis and Van Essen, 2000) . Our microstimulation data provide strong support for this hypothesis. To understand how the different regions of parietal cortex work together in natural behavior, it might be necessary to perform more complex experiments with multiple stimuli and effectors.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Example of one experiment showing microstimulation effects. Horizontal line with arrowhead represents the electrode penetration. Multi-unit activity was sampled (a) along the path. Threshold for spike detection was set to achieve a maintained discharge from 20-30 Hz, and each recording was independently normalized to the maximum firing rate at that location. In this case, neurons with similar tuning properties were found on an approximate 600 µm distance along the penetration. Once a suitable (>500 µm) cluster was found, we placed the tip of electrode at the center of the cluster, as indicated by the red star on the electrode trajectory. In this case, this location was in the putative deep layers, approximately 500 µm above the transition to white matter. Heading tuning curves before (solid green curve) and after (dashed green curve) microstimulation experiments are shown in (b). The tuning properties are well preserved. c) Psychometric data resulting from this experiment. Midpoint shifts induced by microstimulation are −1.28°, −2.01° and −1.46° (static, left, and right pursuit, respectively) and are consistent with the preference of this stimulation site. Sample summary of stimulation effects on choice. For each case, we assessed whether the shift was in the direction of the site preference (positive values) or opposed. a) The average shift across pursuit conditions was moderately positive (t-test, p = 0.07). b-d) Individual pursuit conditions. The shifts were much larger for the two pursuit conditions than for the fixation conditions (see Table 1 for statistical results). Filled bars denote statistically significant cases (bootstrap test, p < 0.05). Interaction between pursuit and microstimulation effects. We plotted midpoint shift with pursuit against shift under fixation. Points are systematically shifted above the diagonal line that indicates equal effect. This shift is statistically significant (paired t-test, p<0.001). Significant shifts for the pursuit condition are indicated by filled symbols. Relationship between stimulation effect and site tuning strength for each fixation condition. The difference in slopes was only marginally significant, statistically (ANCOVA, p = 0.083). This analysis only included the 41 sites for which we collected tuning data. Effects of microstimulation on the slope of the psychometric function. Conventions as in Figure 4 . Table 1 Statistical results. 
